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XQuery is alive 

Most successful in the 

middle-tier 

  Data integration 

  Configuration 

  Reporting 

27.09.2009 9 Systems Group/ETH Zurich 

but also in the database 

world 

(Oracle has 8000+ customers reporting 
XQuery bugs) 

…why else should so many people from different  

    companies care to have his/her name on the paper 

XQuery is widely used in practice	

a slide from [VLDB09]



Final Goal

• Practical usage: practical expressions with schema.	

• Tree-Free XQuery is a practical extension of composition-

free XQuery[TODS06] : 	

✓ An important class of XQuery expressions.	

✓ PSPACE-complete with respect to query/combined 

complexity when serializing the results.  	

✓ Not refer to constructed data by element constructors. 	

✓ Variables range only over subtrees of the input trees.

Any XQuery in practical usage can be 
translated into Tree-Free XQuery.



Overview

Composition-free Core XQuery 

Core XQuery 

existing work by Koch [TODS 06] 

α：　 without schema

Tree-free XQuery 

Our target XQuery 

This work

using schema

let-exp. 	

is needed.

sufficient condition

e ::= c | var | (e, e, ..., e) | () | element l {e}
| for var in e return e
| e/α::τ | let var := e return e
| if e then e else () | doc(arg)

Figure 1: Our target XQuery.

e ::= c | var | (e, e, ..., e) | () | element l {e}
| for var in var/α::τ return e | var/α::τ
| if e then e else () | doc(arg)

Figure 2: Composition-free Core XQuery defined by Koch
added with if-exp.

global access function has been already pointed out by a MSCS re-
viewer, but this problem is still remained. The revised version of
our previous algorithm described in Section ??.

todo: what is the main motivation here? todo: why is composition-
free XQuery a desirable target dialect?

The goal of this work is to show that (a subset of) XQuery ex-
pressions, shown in Figure 1, in a practical usage can be trans-
formed into composition-free Core XQuery expressions, shown in
Figure 2, defined by Koch [10]. We assume that the practical usage
of XQuery expressions includes that;

• XML documents have their schema (nested-relational DTDs,
which are very common in practice [1]), and

• An XQuery expression is deterministic in a sense that the
result of the expression has always the same order when the
expression is evaluated on arbitrary engines.

In composition-free Core XQuery expressions, there are no refer-
ences to the assignment of all or part of a constructed data values
to a variable nor the use of a constructed value.

Koch [10] has already shown that any Core XQuery expres-
sions, shown in Figure 3, can be transformed into composition-free
Core XQuery ones. However, Koch’s Core XQuery has a syntax
restriction to show a correspondence between Core XQuery and
Monad Algebra. In Core XQuery, (1) values can only be assigned
to variables in “for”-expressions. This means that variables always
bind to single trees, and (2) path expressions (var/axis :: τ )
start with variables rather than with expressions (e/axis : τ ) as
in [7, 5, 4]. These two restrictions that variables binding to sin-
gle nodes and path expressions starting with variables enable us
to transform Core XQuery into composition-free Core XQuery,
straightforwardly. However, these two restrictions are bars to ex-
press “practical” XQuery. For the first restriction, that variables
bind to multiple trees is an important feature from a practical point
of view, for example, as described in Example 9-17 in [14]. Also,
due to the second restriction, Core XQuery can not express the
following query.

for $v in <a/>
return ($v,$v)/self::a

We relax these restrictions to express practical XQuery. todo:
Should we confirm that this relaxation is really needed from a prac-
tical point of view? To this end, we extend our previous work with
the following two directions;

e ::= var | (e, e, ..., e) | () | element t {e} | var/α::τ
| for var in e return e | if e then e else ()

Figure 3: Core XQuery defined by Koch.

Figure 4: Source XML, a schema mapping in XQuery recon-
structing target XML from non-leaf nodes and the serialized
result.

• utilizing schema information
The most economical way in a sense that the previous work
can be fully utilized is to prepare an identity XQuery in a
nested fashion on a per-element basis. This approach works
well for nested-relational DTDs, which are very common in
practice [1].

• utilizing rewriting rules for “for”-expressions
We can assume that “in”-expressions in “for”-expressions
can be path expressions by applying known rewriting rules
for “for”-expressions [12, 10] shown in Figure 6.

Our main contribution of this work is to show the following main
theorem.

THEOREM 1 (MAIN THEOREM). For given a nested-relational
DTD, the relaxed version of Core XQuery expressions, shown in
Figure 1, to XML documents conforming to the DTD can be trans-
formed into composition-free Core XQuery expressions when the
expressions are deterministic.

PROOF. brief idea: By applying new fusion shown in Fig-
ure ?? in Section ?? based on rewriting rules for “for”-expressions
shown in Figure 6, “in”-expressions in “for”-expressions can be
path expressions. Since “let”-expressions are eliminated by ap-
plying our fusion when input expressions are deterministic, the
proof will be done if we can show that the path-expressions in the
obtained XQuery expressions by applying our new algorithm are
simple path-expressions. This is shown by using both Property 12
in Section 3 and the new fusion rule (PSTPS) in Section ??.

The simple path-expression (sp) is defined as the following syn-
tax.

sp ::= var/α :: τ (∗ var is bound in for expressions ∗)
| sp/α :: τ

Any simple path-expressions can be transformed into “for”-expressions
in composition-free Core XQuery expressions.

$v/axs1::tau1/axs2::tau2/.../axisN::tauN
=>
for $v1 in $v/axs1::tau1
return for $v2 in $v1/axs2::tau2

return ...
for $v’ in ...
return $v’/axisN::tauN

1.1 Two Illustrative Examples
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connection*

from to

Transformation

element trains	

    {for $t in /connections/connection/train 
      return element train {(element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}, $t/info)}	

    }

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

Transformation

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Motivating Examples

(Q1): /trains/train/connection[from]/*	

(Q2): /trains/train/info/car[restaurant]/no



connection*

from to

Transformation

element trains	

    {for $t in /connections/connection/train 
      return element train {(element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}, $t/info)}	

    }/train/connection/from/../*

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Inefficient composite queries

(Q1): /trains/train/connection[from]/*	

       = /trains/train/connection/from/../*



Eliminating Internal Element Constructors

(Q1): (element t {($v/c, $v/a)})/c

c c… a a…

t

(Q2): $v/c＝

[[$v/c]]

7



connection*

from to

Transformation

element trains	

    {for $t in /connections/connection/train 
      return element train {(element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}, $t/info)}	

    }/train/connection/from/../*

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Eliminating Internal Element Constructors

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*



connection*

from to

Transformation

for $t in /connections/connection/train 
return element train {(element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}, $t/info)}	

/connection/from/../*

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Eliminating Internal Element Constructors

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*



connection*

from to

Transformation

for $t in /connections/connection/train 
return element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}	

/from/../*

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Eliminating Internal Element Constructors

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*



connection*

from to

Transformation

for $t in /connections/connection/train 
return  $t/../from/../*

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Incorrect Rewriting

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*



A known difficult problem

Eliminating internal 
element constructors

Chapter 13.3	

 Barriers to Optimization 



Solution to this problem [MSCS][APLAS10][PLAN-X09]

• A sound algorithm to eliminate internal 
element constructors in composite XQuery.	


• Can detect non-deterministic expressions.	

• Also, useful in “unordered mode”.

13

[MSCS] H.Kato, S.Hidaka, Z.Hu, K.Nakano and Y.Ishihara;	

Context-Preserving XQuery Fusion,  Mathematical Structure in	

Computer Science (MSCS), Published online, Nov. 10 2014, 
Cambridge University Press.



connection*

from to

Transformation

element trains	

    {for $t in /connections/connection/train 
      return element train {(element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}, $t/info)}	

    }

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

Transformation

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Basic Idea

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*

Lifting the dynamic XQuery semantics to a static semantics
d
d.1

d.1.1 d.1.2
d.1.1.1 d.1.1.2

d
d.1



connection*

from to

Transformation

for $t in /connections/connection/train 
return  $t/../from

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Incorrect Rewriting

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*

/../*



connection*

from to

Transformation

for $t in /connections/connection/train 
return  $t/../from

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Context-Preserving XQuery Fusion

(Q1): /trains/train/connection/from/../*

d
d.1

d.1.1 d.1.2

d.1.1.1 d.1.1.2

d.1.1.1

/../*
d.1.1

for $t in /connections/connection/train 
return  ($t/../from, $t/../to)



connection*

from to

Transformation

element trains	

    {for $t in /connections/connection/train 
      return element train {(element connection {($t/../from, $t/../to)}, $t/info)}	

    }

connections

train*

trains

train*

from to

connection
info

no car*

quiet?

Transformation

info

no car*

no
mobile?no

mobile?
quiet?

Previous XQuery Fusion is not complete
d
d.1

d.1.1 d.1.2

d.1.1.1 d.1.1.2

(Q2): /trains/train/info/car[restaurant]/no	

      = for $c in /trains/train/info/car	

         return if $c/restaurant	

                   then $c/no	

                   else ()



New approach

(1)  Apply identity query to the input document	

 to represent all axis relationships in the input 
document in terms of a query.

(2)  Apply Context-preserving XQuery Fusion 	


RESURT: Any query in this core XQuery 
dialect can be transformed into 
composition-free query that will never 
navigate constructed/intermediate trees



element ts	

    {for $t in /cs/c/t 
      return element t 	

                  {(element c 	

                        {($t/../fr, $t/../to)},	

                       element inf 	

                         {element n 	

                            {$t/inf/n/text()},	

                           for $cr in $t/inf/cr	

                           return element cr 	

                                       {(element n {$cr/n/text()},	

                                          for $q in $cr/q	

                                          return element q {$q/text()},	

                                          for $m in $cr/m	

                                          return element m {$m/text()}	

                                         )}	

                      	

                     )}	

     }

c*

fr to

        cs

t*

inf
n cr*

q?n m?

t*

fr to

        ts

inf
n cr*

q?n m?

c

d

d.1
d.1.1 d.1.2

d.1.2.1

d.1.2.2

d.1.2.2.1
d.1.2.2.2

d.1.2.2.3

d.1.2
d.1.2.1

d.1.2.2
d.1.2.2.1

d.1.2.2.2

d.1.2.2.3



Design policy for ID XQuery

• The target schema is nested-relational DTD	

✓ Order of path-exp. can be distinguished.	

✓ Very common in practice [Arenas. et.al. 2010].	


• Use element construction as much as possible	

✓ A nested fashion on per-element basis [SIGMOD 04].	

✓ All parent/child relationship can be described.	


!

To fully utilize previous work



Nested-relational DTD

Sch; cp ⊢ nil → cp

Sch; $v/child::node() ⊢ Sch.µ(l) → e

Sch; cp ⊢ l → let $v := cp/ self::l return <l>{e}</l>

Sch; cp ⊢ r1 → e1 · · · Sch; cp ⊢ rN → eN
Sch; cp ⊢ (r1, . . . , rN ) → (e1, . . . , eN )

(r = l∗ ∨ r = l+ ∨ r = l?)
Sch; $v/child::node() ⊢ Sch.µ(l) → e

Sch; cp;⊢ r → for $v in cp/ self::l return <l>{e}</l>

Figure 10. Identity query derivation for valid XML documents for
nested-relational DTD Sch .

• use element construction as much as possible (a nested fashion
on a per-element basis) same as in [18],

• use “let”-expressions as much as possible instead of “for”-
expressions, and

• not distinguish “*” from “+” in regular expressions in content
model.

Definition 20 (DTD). A DTD over a finite alphabet Σ is a triple
Sch = (µ, l0,Σ), where l0 is the root label, and µ is a partial
function from Σ to a set of regular expressions over Σ. A regular
expression r over Σ is defined as follows.

r ::= l (∗ label, l ∈ Σ ∗)
| (r, r, ..., r) (∗ concatenation ∗)
| r∗ (∗ repetition ∗)
| r+ (∗ one or more occurrences ∗)
| r? (∗ zero or one occurrence ∗)
| r | r | ... | r (∗ disjunction ∗)

Definition 21 (nested-relational DTD). Nested-relational DTDs
are a proper subclass of non-recursive, disjunction-free DTDs. A
DTD Sch = (µ, l0,Σ)is nested-relational if µ(l) has the form of
concatenation (say, r1, · · · rN ), where all li’s are distinct labels and
each ri is in the form of li, li∗, li+, or li?.

The core of the algorithm for deriving identity XQueries from
the nested-relational DTDs is defined in terms of a set of inference
rules shown in Figure 10. In these rules, a judgment of the form

Sch; cp ⊢ r → e

indicates that, given

• Sch (a nested-relational DTD),
• cp (context position in XML document in terms of path expres-

sions), and

the regular expression r is transformed into the identity XQuery
e. For a given nested-relational DTD Sch and an XML document
whose root node is denoted by Root, the identity XQuery e is
obtained by using the following judgement;

Sch;Root ⊢ Sch.l0 → e.

kato:⇒ Should we give a proof for the soundness of this?
For example, there are no explicit explanation on identity query
derivation in [18].

For example, for given the DTD Sch = (µ, l0,Σ), where
Σ = {a, b, c}, l0 = a, µ(a) = (b∗, c), µ(b) = µ(c) = nil,
and an XML document “db.xml”, the obtained identity XQuery to
“db.xml” is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. An example of identity query derivation for Sch

Property 22. For a derived identity query e, when the extended
Dewey codes are assigned (SSt ;SEn; r ⊢ e !!" (SSt1, e

r)), for
all d ∈ xDSSt1 , if µ(d) maps to path expressions, then the path
expressions are either of the following forms:

• var/ child :: node(),
• var/ child :: node()/ self :: l, or
• Root/ self :: l

from the definition of identity query derivation. todo: We have to
describe more formal way if possible.

Property 23. For a derived identity query e, when the extended
Dewey codes are assigned to e, since the identity query constructs
from leaf nodes in XML documents, all axis relation can be repre-
sented in the static store. todo: We have to describe more formal
way if possible.

4. Utilizing rewriting rules for “for”-expressions
To incorporate the known rewriting rules for “for”-expressions
shown in Figure 6 into the XQuery fusion shown in Figure 8,
we extend the extended Dewey codes with an initial value, “?”.
Now, Figure 12 shows the revised XQuery fusion. If an annotated
expression has initial value “?” as its annotation, this means that
the expression needs to be applied actual fusion, otherwise the
annotated expression has been already fused, so the result is the
input expression by applying the rule (PDONE). todo: We have to
explain more on Figure 12.
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Deriving identity XQuery from nested-rel. DTDs

Sch; cp ⊢ nil → cp

Sch; $v/child::node() ⊢ Sch.µ(l) → e

Sch; cp ⊢ l → let $v := cp/ self::l return <l>{e}</l>

Sch; cp ⊢ r1 → e1 · · · Sch; cp ⊢ rN → eN
Sch; cp ⊢ (r1, . . . , rN ) → (e1, . . . , eN )

(r = l∗ ∨ r = l+ ∨ r = l?)
Sch; $v/child::node() ⊢ Sch.µ(l) → e

Sch; cp;⊢ r → for $v in cp/ self::l return <l>{e}</l>

Figure 10. Identity query derivation for valid XML documents for
nested-relational DTD Sch .

• use element construction as much as possible (a nested fashion
on a per-element basis) same as in [18],

• use “let”-expressions as much as possible instead of “for”-
expressions.

Definition 20 (DTD). A DTD over a finite alphabet Σ is a triple
Sch = (µ, l0,Σ), where l0 is the root label, and µ is a partial
function from Σ to a set of regular expressions over Σ. todo: why
partial function should be described. A regular expression r over Σ
is defined as follows.

r ::= l (∗ label, l ∈ Σ ∗)
| (r, r, ..., r) (∗ concatenation ∗)
| r∗ (∗ repetition ∗)
| r+ (∗ one or more occurrences ∗)
| r? (∗ zero or one occurrence ∗)
| r | r | ... | r (∗ disjunction ∗)

Definition 21 (nested-relational DTD). Nested-relational DTDs
are a proper subclass of non-recursive, disjunction-free DTDs. A
DTD Sch = (µ, l0,Σ)is nested-relational if µ(l) has the form of
concatenation (say, r1, · · · rN ), where all li’s are distinct labels and
each ri is in the form of li, li∗, li+, or li?.

The core of the algorithm for deriving identity XQueries from
the nested-relational DTDs is defined in terms of a set of inference
rules shown in Figure 10. In these rules, a judgment of the form

Sch; cp ⊢ r → e

indicates that, given
• Sch (a nested-relational DTD),
• cp (context position in XML document in terms of path expres-

sions), and

the regular expression r is transformed into the identity XQuery
e. For a given nested-relational DTD Sch and an XML document
whose root node is denoted by fn:root(), the identity XQuery e
is obtained by using the following judgement;

Sch; fn:root() ⊢ Sch.l0 → e.

kato:⇒ Should we give a proof for the soundness of this?
For example, there are no explicit explanation on identity query
derivation in [18].

For example, for given the DTD Sch = (µ, l0,Σ), where
Σ = {a, b, c}, l0 = a, µ(a) = (b∗, c), µ(b) = µ(c) = nil,
and an XML document “db.xml”, the obtained identity XQuery to
“db.xml” is shown in Figure 11.

Property 22. For a derived identity query e, when the extended
Dewey codes are assigned (SSt ;SEn; r ⊢ e !!" (SSt1, e

r)), for

Figure 11. An example of identity query derivation for Sch

all d ∈ xDSSt1 , if µ(d) maps to path expressions, then the path
expressions are either of the following forms:

• var/ child :: node(),
• var/ child :: node()/ self :: l, or
• fn:root/ self :: l

from the definition of identity query derivation. todo: We have to
describe more formal way if possible.

Property 23. For a derived identity query e, when the extended
Dewey codes are assigned to e, since the identity query constructs
from leaf nodes in XML documents, all axis relation can be repre-
sented in the static store. todo: We have to describe more formal
way if possible.

4. Utilizing rewriting rules for “for”-expressions
To incorporate the known rewriting rules for “for”-expressions
shown in Figure 6 into the XQuery fusion shown in Figure 8,
we extend the extended Dewey codes with an initial value, “?”.
Now, Figure 12 shows the revised XQuery fusion. If an annotated
expression has initial value “?” as its annotation, this means that
the expression needs to be applied actual fusion, otherwise the
annotated expression has been already fused, so the result is the
input expression by applying the rule (PDONE). todo: We have to
explain more on Figure 12.
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The core of the algorithm

[Property 1]: all parent/child relationship can be described.

S ; cp ⊢ nil → cp/self:: text()

S ; cp/self::l/child::node() ⊢ S .µ(l) → e

S ; cp ⊢ l → element l {e}

S ; cp ⊢ r1 → e1 · · · S ; cp ⊢ rN → eN

S ; cp ⊢ (r1, . . . , rN ) → (e1, . . . , eN )

(r = l∗ ∨ r = l+ ∨ r = l?)
S ; $v/child::node() ⊢ S .µ(l) → e

S ; cp;⊢ r → for $v in cp/ self::l return element l {e}

Figure 9: Derivation of identity query without let-exp. for valid
XML documents for nested-relational DTD S .

succ d.1 = d.2). (AELE) introduces a vertical structure to the
numbering for the subexpression e by adding “.1”. The rules that
needs additional attention are (ASTP) and (AFOR). In (ASTP), it
may seem unusual for the propagation not to recurse subexpres-
sion e. However, considering that the path expression itself does
not introduce an additional parent-child relationship and that the
propagation always handles expressions already partially evalu-
ated, there is no additional chance to simplify the path expression
further by using the Dewey code allocated to the subexpression. In
particular, the characteristic equation (AFOR), which introduces #
structure to the Dewey code, numbers the expression (e21, ..., e2N )
at the return clause. Note that the recursive call for (e21, ..., e2N )
is reset to 1. (d21, ..., d2N ) that reflects the horizontal structure
produced by the return clause is combined with the # sign to
produce d#(d21, ..., d2N ) as the top level code allocated to the
“for”-expression. Also note that we need to get the top level “for”-
expressions insted of the subexpressions in return clause during
fusion transformation. Therefore, the result static store has the top
level code allocated to the “for”-expression.

3. ON THE ROLE OF IDENTITY XQUERY
USING SCHEMA INFORMATION

In this section, for given a nested-relational DTD, a sound al-
gorithm for deriving an identity query to valid XML documents is
described.

Before describing identity query derivation, another role of the
identity query is shown by an example. This example shows the
identity query may be useful for composition-free expressions.

Consider only the target XML shown in Figure 4 without both of
the source XML and q12. Assume that the target XML document
has the following schema information.

p2 ::= (b,a)
b ::= (d,c)
a ::= (c,d)

Consider the same query as q1 described before.

let $v := (/p2/b, /p2/a, /p2/b)
return $v/c

There are no element constructors in the above query. If we pre-
pare an identity query (say id2) from the schema information to
the XML document, then consider the following composite query
(id2;q1).

let $p2 :=
<p2>
(<b>(<d>/p2/b/d/child::node()</d>,

<c>/p2/b/c/child::node()</c>)</b>,
<a>(<c>/p2/a/c/child::node()</c>,

<d>/p2/a/d/child::node()</d>)</a>)
</p2>
return let $v := ($p2/b,$p2/a,$p2/b)

return $v/c

Now, by applying our fusion to the above query, the following ex-
pression is obtained.

(<c>/p2/b/c/child::node()</c>,
<c>/p2/a/c/child::node()</c>)

This expression is also composition-free because there are no use
of constructed data.

The problem is that this frame work with preparing identity
queries does not always contribute an optimization while it can
be conceptually guaranteed that the obtained expressions are
composition-free. So, we need to extend this frame work or to
rethink from a scratch. kato:⇒ Solving this problem is post-
poned...

Now, we describe identity query derivation. Our target schema
is the nested-relational DTDs, which are very common in prac-
tice [1]. Nested-relational DTDs are a proper subclass of non-
recursive, disjunction-free DTDs.

To fully utilize the previous work, the design policies for deriv-
ing identity XQuery from schema information are as follows;

• use element construction as much as possible (a nested fash-
ion on a per-element basis) same as in [13],

• use “let”-expressions as much as possible instead of “for”-
expressions.

DEFINITION 10 (DTD). A DTD over a finite alphabet Σ is a
triple S = (µ, l0,Σ), where l0 is the root label, and µ is a partial
function from Σ to a set of regular expressions over Σ. todo: why
partial function should be described. A regular expression r over
Σ is defined as follows.

r ::= l (∗ label, l ∈ Σ ∗)
| (r, r, ..., r) (∗ concatenation ∗)
| r∗ (∗ repetition ∗)
| r+ (∗ one or more occurrences ∗)
| r? (∗ zero or one occurrence ∗)
| r | r | ... | r (∗ disjunction ∗)

DEFINITION 11 (NESTED-RELATIONAL DTD). Nested-relational
DTDs are a proper subclass of non-recursive, disjunction-free
DTDs. A DTD S = (µ, l0,Σ)is nested-relational if µ(l) has the
form of concatenation (say, r1, · · · rN ), where all li’s are distinct
labels and each ri is in the form of li, li∗, li+, or li?.

The core of the algorithm for deriving identity XQueries from
the nested-relational DTDs is defined in terms of a set of inference
rules shown in Figure 11. In these rules, a judgment of the form

S ; cp ⊢ r → e

indicates that, given

• S (a nested-relational DTD),

• cp (context position in XML document in terms of path ex-
pressions), and

the regular expression r is transformed into the identity XQuery
e. For a given nested-relational DTD S and an XML document
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Summary 

For a given nested-relational DTD, “practical” XQuery 
expressions to XML documents conforming to the DTD can be 
translated into composition-free Core XQuery expressions. 

[step 1] : preparing an identity query from nested-relational DTD	

[step 2] : reformulating the given expression composed with identity query	

[step 3] : applying XQuery fusion with the known rewriting rules.

Our final goal


